
It is with great sadness that the Woolf Institute learns of the passing of Her
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II. As Defender of the Faith and Supreme Governor
of the Church of England, Her Majesty took an interest in all faith communities,
regularly meeting religious and community leaders, encouraging dialogue and
understanding.

Her Majesty led the country and the Commonwealth in many ways, not least in
fostering interfaith dialogue and tolerance.

The Institute has been honoured to have collaborated closely with these
eminent leaders over the years. Our thoughts are especially with our Patron,
Her Royal Highness Princess Anne and all the Royal Family.

May Her Majesty's memory be for a blessing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RC7rCQBrpsY
https://www.thenakedscientists.com/podcasts/naked-reflections/summer-special-qanon-and-sex
https://www.woolf.cam.ac.uk/podcasts/series/naked-reflections
https://woolf.enthuse.com/donate#!/


Living in Harmony Teachers’ Seminar

The Living in Harmony team has created a dynamic outreach programme
based on research from the project to teach students across England about
faith communities and coexistence through music. Currently, we offer fun and
engaging workshops that provide students a unique experience of Middle
Eastern music, religion and history. We are now also providing training for
teachers who are interested in expanding their knowledge of interfaith relations
and acquiring new tools and lesson plans for the classroom.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

REWATCH: REWATCH: The Two Sides of War Economy, Mobilisation and Allocation ofThe Two Sides of War Economy, Mobilisation and Allocation of
Resources in the Medieval MediterraneanResources in the Medieval Mediterranean

The webinar will focuses on 'The Two Sides of War Economy: Mobilisation
and Allocation of Resources in the Medieval Mediterranean (1100-1500)'.

The speakers are Dr Jenny Benham (Cardiff University), Alessandro
Silvestri (IMF-CSIC, Barcelona), Dr Fabrizio Ansani (Università degli Studi

https://www.woolf.cam.ac.uk/whats-on/events/living-in-harmony-teachers-seminar
mailto:livinginharmony@woolf.cam.ac.uk


di Padova).

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE EPISODE

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE FULL SERIES

PODCAST SUMMER SPECIAL: QANON AND SEXPODCAST SUMMER SPECIAL: QANON AND SEX

Extracts from two of our favourite episodes, combined into a Summer Special
covering QAnon and Sex...

We’ve taken extracts from two of our favourite episodes, and combined them
into a Summer Special episode covering QAnon and Sex. So settle down and
listen in. QAnon, the idea that a pizza joint in Washington is a centre for child
abuse, has become close to being a mainstream proposition for conspiracy
obsessed radio jocks in the USA. Ruth Lawlor and Alfred Moore explain. And
when it comes to sex, the relatively new phenomenon of gender dysphoria
presents another problem for religious traditionalists. Sonia Leach and Shanon
Shah survey the territory...

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

https://www.woolf.cam.ac.uk/videos/the-two-sides-of-war-economy-mobilisation-and-allocation-of-resources-in-the-medieval-mediterranean-1100-1500
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi4jw6HOgI4&list=PLmtfrSgjq7gFrTSYMMc0SwkBj5Ypqc6Hv
https://www.thenakedscientists.com/podcasts/naked-reflections/odds-either-way
https://www.woolf.cam.ac.uk/podcasts/series/naked-reflections
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